
carpet
care

THE J2 WAY



• Reduce customer costs with better solutions

• Improve customers’ productivity

• Make acquiring products easier for our customers

• Protect our customers’ brand

“We promise to do our best each and every 
time to meet our customers’ needs with 
exceptional service and solutions.”

WHAT IS

THE J2 WAY?

ENSURE YOU GET THE JOB DONE RIGHTENSURE YOU GET THE JOB DONE RIGHT
1. Gather Supplies
Your first step is to gather all necessary cleaning products and tools. Fo routine cleaning, these 
items include protective eye wear, gloves, clean cloths, vacuum, and products such as Contempo 
H2O2 Spotting Solution, and the Contempo Deluxe Spotting Kit. Anytime you clean with chemicals, 
you must use personal protective equipment, as directed on the Safety Data Sheets, or SDS, for the 
cleaning products being used.

2. Vacuum Edges
Use your vacuum and attachments to vacuum along baseboards. Pick up any large debris by hand.

3. Vacuum Carpet
When vacuuming, start at the section that is the farthest into the area from the doorway or entry, 
then work your way back out of the area. Vacuum in a consistent, linear pattern. Make sure to cover 
the entire area. You will need to spend more time on high traffic or heavily soiled areas, including 

picking up any remaining visible debris by hand.

4. Clean & Return Equipment to Storage Area
Finally, if no spot/gum removal needs to take place, clean your
equipment and return it to its proper storage place.

DELUXE CVD 30 – CVD 38DELUXE CVD 30 – CVD 38
Upright Vacuums

• Available in 12" and 15" models

• Pigtail design for easy cord 
replacement

• Remove brush plate 
without tools

• CRI Gold Certification

• True HEPA Certified Vacuums

• Upgraded handle with 
fingertip on/off switch
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SPOT TREATING YOUR CARPETSPOT TREATING YOUR CARPET
1. Select Spotter 

It is important to remove carpet spots as soon as 
possible. First, identify the substance then select the 
most appropriate spotter for the job. Follow direc-
tions on the product’s label.

2.  Blot 
Blot up the spot with a white absorbent cloth.

3.  Apply Spotter 
Apply appropriate product to the spot, but do not 
over wet the carpet.

4.  Blot & Rub 
To keep the spot from spreading, blot and rub the 
spot from the outside edge toward the center.

5.  Spray and Blot 
Spray again, let set. Blot again with absorbent cloth.

6.  Flush Away 
Flush away the remaining spray with water, using a 
trigger sprayer. Blot dry.

1. Perform Complete Vacuum & 
Spot/Gum Procedures 
Before beginning carpet extraction, you should per-
form vacuuming and spot treatment as seen in the 
previous pages of this section.

2. Gather Supplies & Apply 
Personal Protective Equipment 
For extraction cleaning, gather any necessary prod-
ucts and tools. These items include protective eye 
wear, gloves, foot wear, clean cloths, carpet extractor, 
pump-up sprayers, vacuum, “Wet Floor” signs, and 
all required carpet cleaning products. Any time you 
clean with chemicals, be sure that you use personal 
protective equipment, as directed on the Safety Data 
Sheets, or SDS, for the cleaning products being used.

3. Prepare Sprayers & Fill Extractor 
Fill your sprayers with the properly diluted Spar-
tan pre-treatment and extraction products of your 
choice. Fill extractor with warm water only. Then you 
are ready to move to the space that needs cleaning.

4. Add Defoamer 
Next, add Spartan Defoamer to the vacuum hose or 
recovery tank as directed on the product label and 
attach hoses.

5. Remove Furniture & Place Signs 
Remove any portable furniture that may be in the 
way. Be sure to use safe lifting procedures. Place 
“Wet Floor” signs at entrances and where carpet and 
hard floor meet.

6. Pre-treat Heavy Traffic Areas 
Pre-treat traffic lanes and soiled areas using a 
pump-u sprayer and Spartan pretreatment.

7. Spray Area 
Lightly spray entire area to be treated with the ex-
traction product solution.

8. Extraction 
Start the extraction and rinsing process in the corner 
farthest from the door and work backward toward 
the door. Feed the solution as you move backward. 
Release the lever before you reach the end of the 
pass and pull the wand or unit through. This will avoid 
over-wetting the carpet. Make four or five passes on 
the carpet in a 3 foot by 5 foot area. To extract excess 
moisture, go back over the area with the extractor 
wand or unit and the solution valve closed. Continue 
extracting the rest of the carpet. Rinse carpet again 
as directed and if necessary.

9. Clean & Return Equipment 
to Storage Area 
Clean and return your equipment, making sure to thor-
oughly rinse and clean the extractor recovery tank.

10. Replace Furniture & Remove Signs 
Remove and store “Wet Floor” signs when the carpet 
is dry. Replace any furniture that you moved.

CARPET EXTRATIONCARPET EXTRATION



NAME ITEM NO. UNIT DESCRIPTION PRICE

CVD30/38 TND91430/38 Each
These vacuums have always been the choice of commercial cleaners due 
to their quality, dependability and features. The new CVD upright vacuums 
have an improved design. 

Vacuum Bags JANKACB10 Pack
Features only the highest quality in both materials and construction.  With 
it’s inique multi-layered soft non-woven material increases suction while 
collecting more dust in the bag.

Clean by
Peroxy SAR003504 Gallon

Green Seal Certified all purpose cleaner with the cleaning power of peroxide, 
that will effectively clean windows, mirrors, floors, walls, carpets, restrooms, 
kitchens, tile and grout without streaking. Clean by Peroxy minimizes the 
number of products, simplifying training and inventory management.

Clean by
Peroxy RTU SAR314703 Quart

Professional all-purpose cleaner, with the same cleaning power and versitil-
ity as the concentrate, but in a convenient ready to use spray.

Contempo 
H2O2 Spotting 
Solution

SAR313703 Quart

Convenient, ready-to-use, hydrogen peroxide-based carpet spotting 
solution and pre-spray treatment. Cleans away many of the most common 
stains including red wine, red sauces, mustard, grape juice, coffee, tea, 
food grade red dye, cooking oils and greases, and motor oil.

S1 All Purpose 
Spotter SAR705103 Quart

Works on: ball point pen, mayonnaise, body oils (sweat), mustard, chain lube, 
red wine, chocolate, salad dressing, coffee, tannin, cola, tomato sauce, fruit 
juice, motor oil, ketchup and other common spots.

S2 Alkaline 
Spotter SAR705203 Quart

Works on: butter, mayonnaise, cosmetics (makeup), mechanics grease, 
food stains (oily), perfume, kitchen grease, salad dressing, lipstick, shoe 
polish, mascara and motor oil.

S3 Rust & Iron 
Remover SAR705303 Quart Works on: rust, iron amd dry blood.

S4 Enzyme 
Spotter

SAR706403 Quart Works on: blood, fruit, egg, red clay, grass, bodily fluids, dairy and sauces.

S5 Iodine & 
Betadine
Remover

SAR705503 Quart Works on: iodine, betadine and chlorine.

CX3 Bio-Assist  
Carpet
Cleaner

SAR311004 Gallon

Heavy-duty soil extraction carpet cleaner with Consume’s digestive power, 
for residual odor control and waste removal. It is low foaming, non-corro-
sive, phosphate free, biodegradable and non-flammable. Ideal for nursing 
homes, day cares, schools, restaurants, casinos, food handling areas, pet 
facilities, or anywhere carpet odor problems may be a nuisance.

Contempo 
Carpet 
Refresher

SAR641000 Can

Everyday odors like smoke, pets, cooking and musty/stale odors can 
become trapped in the carpet fibers and make it smell foul and unpleasant.  
Simply spray this mousse-like foam onto the carpet and allow to dry for 
five minutes. No vacuuming is needed to enjoy the freshening attributes of 
Contempo Carpet Refresher.

CARPET CARE PRODUCTSCARPET CARE PRODUCTS

KALISPELL
406.752.8520

SALES REP: PHONE:

shopj2.comsupport@j2op.com
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